
ABRACADABRA: Vaccine and pharmaceutical WITCHCRAFT and how evil
laboratory warlocks “conjure” the deadly concoctions

Description

The practice of black magic involves “witches” who use specific natural elements to cast “spells” that
harm humans. Often, these witches commune with evil beings to create formulas or “potions” and
recite incantations for casting those ritualistic spells. In the real world, the practice of “black magic”
involves scientists in laboratories who use dangerous elements from nature to concoct vaccines and
medications that harm humans.

Often, these pharmacologists and immunologists create potions from deadly animal venoms and
viruses, then they collude with the CDC and FDA to promote their incantations (spells) for the populace
to repeat, such as “safe and effective” or “benefit outweighs the risk.” This black magic, evil “witchcraft”
is happening right now with COVID-19 “vaccines” and VenomTech laboratories for pharmaceutical
prescription medications.

The “voodoo” of gain of function viruses for harming humans 
and the black magic “alchemy” of prescription drugs that 
contain deadly animal venom peptides

There is no more insidious way to “curse” humans than to make their “medicine” and vaccines toxic
and lethal. Over $4 billion has been secretly paid out to those families of injured and killed victims of
vaccine violence, and billions more to those whose health and lives have been destroyed by
prescription medications, including those of the opioid epidemic.
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Incantations about the “safety and efficacy” of vaccines have been propagandized by the medical
industrial complex and regulatory agency heads, namely Anthony Fauci and Rochelle Walensky. The
push for population reduction using the witchcraft of vaccines and pharmaceuticals is nothing short of
pure evil. Nature has been corrupted in laboratories to make humans sick by means that would never
exist without mankind’s interference, intervention and malicious intent.

Pharmaceutical medications are made using potent, venomous 
toxins and peptides from snakes, scorpions, spiders and cone 
snails that target and cripple human systems

Occult potions and poisons are nothing new. In ancient Greece, “pharmakon” was the root word for our
modern “pharmacy,” where magical stews and potions were brewed in large cauldrons. There was
much crossover between “magic” and religion, just as we see the evil lab concoctions that make up
“vaccines” and prescription medications form the new “religion” that all Western medicine is “safe and
effective,” though it’s just the opposite – dangerous and deadly.

Left-wing extremists believe in sacrificing children to the devil, and that’s why they push so hard for late-
term abortions (including day-of-birth killings) and vaccine-induced miscarriages. The COVID vaccines
have already been nicknamed the “morning after pill” for these reasons.

Drugs and vaccines are used for personal power and control by the elite over the populace, and
“underworld” forces are at play. The following are some examples of the parallel between evil alchemy
and modern “medicine.”

The “voodoo” of gain of function – like casting a spell on humans to get sick from animal diseases.
The “alchemy” of prescription drugs that contain venom peptides from poisonous snakes, frogs
and snails used to make humans hallucinate and experience CNS disorders and severe allergic
reactions.
The “devilry” of targeting humans like “prey” by exploiting “mechanistic actions” of deadly venoms
currently used in at least 15 drugs marketed worldwide with “blockbuster status” of sales
exceeding $1 billion.
The “satanic ritual” of child sacrifice as COVID-19 “vaccines” cause spontaneous abortion,
miscarriage and still births for the majority of women who get jabbed during pregnancy (nearly 
half a million already documented).
The “black magic” malicious practice of scientists, immunologists, doctors, nurses and regulatory
heads coercing millions of humans to take pharmaceutical drugs and experimental “vaccines”
that destroy them physically, mentally and even financially.
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Can you tell the difference in the pictures above between vaccine damage and poisonous snake bite
damage?

Look at the diagram below to see how VenomTech assists the pharmaceutical industry in using deadly
animal venoms, toxins and peptides to literally “exploit” the effects on human beings.
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Bookmark Vaccines.news to your favorite independent websites for updates on experimental COVID
“vaccines” that cause blood clots and other horrific side effects.
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